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Left - Participants in the Colorado
FARMS Tour visit a producer field
near Haxtun, Colorado.
Bottom Right - Dr. Ray Ward
discusses soil pit findings during
the tour.

Speakers Announced for 2021 High
Plains No-Till Conference
The Colorado Conservation Tillage Association has announced that
it will feature more than 25 speakers at its annual High Plains NoTill Conference on August 24-25 in Burlington, Colorado, to present
on topics related to soil health, no-till, regenerative grazing, and
farm profitability.
Keynote speakers Alejandro Carrillo, Loran Steinlage, and Dr.
James White will headline the event. Carrillo, a rancher from the
Chihuahuan Desert in Mexico, will discuss “Greening the Desert”
and “Under the Hood: Making Adaptive Grazing Work in Brittle
Environments.”
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Owner and operator of FLOLOfarms, Steinlage will focus on the
peaks and valleys that his family has faced in his keynote address
“Subject to Change” and on the evolution of equipment and practices
on their farm in his breakout session “Adaptation vs. Adoption.”
Finally, Dr. James White will utilize his experience as Professor of
Plant Biology at Rutgers University in New Jersey to speak about the
- Continued on page 2 -
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Speakers Announced for 2021 High
Plains No-Till Conference - Continued
What is a Soil
Health Demo?
Authorized in the 2018 Farm
Bill, On-Farm Conservation
Innovation Trials support
more widespread adoption
of innovative approaches,
practices and systems on
working lands. On-Farm
Trials
projects
feature
collaboration between NRCS
and partners to implement
on-the-ground conservation
activities and then evaluate
their
impact.
Incentive
payments are provided to
producers to offset the risk
of implementing innovative
approaches.
The Soil Health Demo Trial
(SHD) component of OnFarm Trials focuses exclusively
on
implementation
of
conservation practices and
systems that improve soil
health.
Eligible
entities
receiving SHD awards agree
to follow consistent soil
health assessment protocols
to evaluate the impacts
of practice and system
implementation.

rhizophagy cycle in roots and the roles of endophytes in interacting
with plants and promoting overall growth and health.
The two-day event will also showcase a full schedule of breakout
speakers, including several industry professionals in the region.
Chief Meteorologist Don Day Jr. will discuss the main climate drivers
for the High Plains and expected long range trends for 2022, while
AgWest President Paul Mussman will provide a grain and livestock
market update. Additionally, Jenna Keller of Keller Law will discuss
“Legal Issues Pertaining to Succession and Estate Planning,” and Brad
Justice, CEO of Soil Metrics, LLC, will present “Soil Carbon Markets
– A Practical Primer.”
“We are really excited about the speakers who are able to present at
this year’s conference,” said CCTA Coordinator Joni Mitchek. “And
we’re looking forward to highlighting some of the innovative work
being done by producers in the region.”
Among the producers speaking at the event will be several participants
from CCTA’s Soil Health Demo project, FARMS: Farmers Advancing
Regenerative Management Systems. These producers will discuss
topics such as composting, diversifying crop rotations, grazing,
pasture cropping, adding perennials, and the profitability of soil
health systems.
Finally, several sponsors have partnered with CCTA to provide
educational sessions related to improving drought resiliency,
sunflowers, triticale, bean production, managing bugs in grain, and
financial management.
A complete listing of speakers and registration for the conference is
available online at www.HighPlainsNoTill.com.
CCTA Board Members

CCTA Officers
Cory Gilbert, President - Burlington, Colorado
cory@ontargetag.tech
719-342-0047
Storm Casper, Vice President - Springfield, Colorado
cattle123@live.com
719-529-4575
Cole James, Treasurer- Karval, Colorado,
cj0378@hotmail.com
719-892-0378
Patrick Einspahr, Secretary - Seibert, Colorado
einspahrcattle@plainstel.com
719-349-0560
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Jonathan David - Venango, Nebraska
jdgrowit@gmail.com
308-920-0770

Justin King - Burlington, Colorado
jmking0711@gmail.com
404-949-9218

Michael Thompson - Almena, Kansas
mt_fhsu@hotmail.com
785-871-1651

Jacob Miller - Culbertson, Nebraska
lazyjmranch@gmail.com
308-350-0034

Patrick Hume - Springfield, Colorado
phume81@gmail.com
970-219-0606

Jay Young - Tribune, Kansas
youngredangus@gmail.com
620-376-8593

AJ Worden - Burlington, CO
wordenfarms85@gmail.com
719-342-5325

Roy Pfaltzgraff III - Haxtun, CO
roy@pfzfarms.com
970-466-1887

Jeff Hurlburt - Idalia, CO
j.hurlburt68@gmail.com
970-630-0156

Joni Mitchek, Coordinator
coordinator@highplainsnotill.com
1-833-4No-Till

A CUT ABOVE THE REST.

CCTA Annual Meeting Scheduled for August 25
The Annual Meeting for the Colorado
Conservation Tillage Association will take place at
the 33rd Annual High Plains No-Till Conference
in Burlington, Colorado on August 25, 2021.

• Operating Angle of 35" Up and Down
• Fully Welded Cutterbar
are
interested in learning
• Non-Stop Breakaway System

If you
more about
becoming a CCTA board member, please contact
CCTA President, Cory Gilbert, or one of the current
board members for more information.

Membership dues are included in this year’s
conference registration, and all attendees are
encouraged to attend and eligible to vote. At the
2021 Annual Meeting, the CCTA bylaws will be
reviewed, and elections made to the board of
directors.

A CUT ABOVE THE REST.

DM Series

Front Range Kubota Inc.

880 Railroad Avenue
Due to term limits, there will be two vacancies
on
Burlington, CO 80807
the board. Elected representatives are responsible
719-346-6055
for fiscal management of the association and the
DM Series
planning/content for educational events. This is a
great opportunity to expand your no-till network
Front Range Kubota Inc.
Front Range Kubota Inc.
880 Railroad
Avenue
880 Railroad Avenue
and has led to other opportunities for past board
Burlington, CO 80807
719-346-6055
Burlington, CO 80807
members.
719-346-6055 KubotaUSA.com
Optional equipment may be shown.

Optional equipment may be shown.

• Operating Angle of 35" Up and Down
• Fully Welded Cutterbar
• Non-Stop Breakaway System

© Kubota Tractor Corporation, 2018

KubotaUSA.com

Optional equipment may be shown.
© Kubota Tractor Corporation, 2018
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Keynote Speakers and Sessions

Loran Steinlage
“Subject to Change”

“Greening the Desert”

In this session Loran will talk
about the “why,” focusing on
the story of his evolution to
where he is at today and the
peaks and valleys along the
way.

Attendees will learn about using
adaptive grazing management
to improve soil health, plant
diversity, profits and well-being
of animals and people on brittle,
semi-arid environments. They
will learn the importance of
prioritizing their investments
(time and money) to make
better use of their resources and
get a faster ROI, see different
designs of water distribution and
fencing, and learn the relevance
of adapting a herd to their
environment.

“Adaptation vs. Adoption”
This breakout will focus on
the “how,” sharing stories of
the evolution of equipment
and how the Steinlages
compliment the practices
currently employed to make
their unique style of farming
work.

We Make
Cover Crops
Simple
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Alejandro Carrillo

“Under the Hood: Making
Adaptive Grazing Work in
Brittle Environments”
How can you make sure you
get tangible results with the
minimum investment in arid
environments while managing
risk? What role do genetics play
to make regenerative ranching
doable? How can you get an
adaptable herd so cows work for
you? How do you determine your
rest periods to promote a diverse
set of perennial grasses? These
and more pressing questions will
be discussed during this in-depth
breakout session with Alejandro.

James White
“How Plants Farm Soil”
Microbes and Extract
Nutrients from Them in the
Rhizophagy Cycle in Roots”
Plants require a healthy
and diverse soil microbial
community to acquire
nutrients from soils and for
proper plant development
and health. The rhizophagy
cycle (‘rhizo’ = root; ‘phagy’
= eating) illustrates the
importance of soil microbes
to plants and is a nutritional
process whereby plants
oxidatively extract nutrients
from microbes (primarily
bacteria) in roots. This
presentation will show an in
depth look at this cycle and
how plants oxidatively extract
nutrients from microbes.
“Endophytic Microbes in
Plants”
In this breakout session, Dr.
James White will discuss
endophytes, their interactions
with plants, and their roles
promoting plant growth and
health.

2021 Breakout Session Previews
Jenna Keller

Brad Justice

“Succession &
Estate Planning”
Estate and succession planning for a
farm and ranch has drastically changed
from generations past. Today’s farm and
ranch operations cannot survive with
cookie cutter or off the shelf divide the
farm or ranch in equal shares. In this
seminar, learn about alternate ways to
plan for the legal and financial viability
of the farm and ranch operation to the
next generation. If you’re the youngest
generation operator, learn about ways to
approach this sometimes taboo topic to
ensure the land or assets you depend on
way are transitioned in a way to support
the viability of your operation.

“Soil Carbon
Markets – A
Practical Primer”
There is tremendous interest around soil
carbon and the opportunity to earn soil
carbon credits. For this talk, Soil Metrics
CEO Brad Justice will give an overview
of what is real, what is marketing, and
what we can expect over the next few
years. Specific focus will be given to
how soil carbon is accumulated, who
is paying for soil carbon and how this
market may change over time. The goal
is to equip attendees with the language
and knowledge needed to evaluate
opportunities for their operation.

Don Day Jr.

“Main Climate Drivers for the
High Plains and Expected
Long Range Trends for 2022”

Full use of Precision Planting
products, including vDrive and
Delta Force.
Dealer for Yetter, Martin, and
Sunco Row Cleaners.

Let us help you get
more out of your planter.
Justin King
303-949-9218

Bruce Unruh
719-943-7301

President and Chief Meteorologist of DayWeather,
Inc. in Cheyenne, Wyoming, Don Day Jr. has provided
customized broadcast weather services to over 70 radio
stations across Wyoming, Colorado, and Nebraska
for over 25 years. He also provides long range and
seasonal weather forecasts for agriculture and other
private industries with an emphasis on long-term and
known historic trends in ocean temperature and ocean
circulation changes. In this session, he will discuss the
primary climate drivers for the High Plains region and
expected long range trends for 2022.
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2021 Breakout Session Previews
John Niswonger

“Biology, Rotations,
and Grazing”
This breakout session will discuss how
and why the Niswongers transitioned
their farm from fallow to regenerative
farming and how they have incorporated
information from studying biology,
composting, and compost tea extract
into their operation. John will also touch
on what crop rotations they have used,
their soil testing programs, and how they
have managed cattle grazing on both
their rangeland and cover crops, all while
attempting to leave the land better than
when they got it.

Doug Garrison

“Cool Season Annuals
into Warm Season
Perennial Pasture”
DS Family Farm produces pasture grazed
beef and poultry near Lincoln Nebraska.
As participants in the CCTA FARMS
Project they are investigating adding
cool season annual covers into existing
warm season pasture. The activity is
similar to a concept popularized by
Colin Seis of Australia and referred to as
Pasture Cropping. In this presentation
Doug will share the results from their
initial Soil Evaluation Tool (SET), the
ecosystem processes they are attempting
to influence, and some early results.
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Jeff Steffen

“Does Soil Health
Really Pay?”
In this session, Jeff Steffen of northeast
Nebraska will utilize historical data from a
5 year rotation on his primary FARMS field
to analyze the economics of a total “systems
approach” to farming for soil health. He’ll
share descriptions of cropping practices
they’ve employed on his operation for each
year and the resulting economic data. He
will also provide comparisons to more
traditional practices based on information
from University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

Kevin Wiltse

“Advancing Our
Regenerative
Farming Practices”
Kevin Wiltse and his family farm and
ranch southeast of Timken, KS, where they
strive to allow the ecosystem to function
to its intended capabilities. In this session,
Kevin will present their family/business
goal and the decisions they are making
along the way to fulfill that goal. Soil
health is a key component to reaching
their desired outcome, and he will share
successes and failures in their soil health
journey, including no-till, cover crops,
grazing and perennial sequences.

2021 Breakout Session Previews
Scott Scheimer

“Simple Farms”
Agriculture is an industry of tight
margins and high risk that has very
little room for mistakes. Scott Scheimer,
founder and CEO of Simplefarms.
ag, wanted to give producers a tool to
make quicker, easier financial decisions
so he developed Simple Farms. In
this breakout session, he will discuss
how producers can track their daily
operations and know exact costs of
production using a program that helps
give good management perspective.

Paul Mussman

“Grain & Livestock
Market Update”
This discussion will include an upto-date market recap on both grains
and livestock, plus the tools that can
be applied in today’s market to help
you with profitability and reduce price
risk. At this point in the crop cycle the
cost side of the business is known, it’s
the revenue side that now needs your
attention. The environment is primed
for big up and down price swings
potentially —walk through the “What
If’s” and look at how to handle the likely
possibility of a wide, crazy end to the
2021 and another in 2022.

Mark Lohrding

“Cows Instead of
Combines”
Mark and Sindi Lohrding own and
operate Three Bar Ranch Inc. in
Comanche and Clark County Kansas,
where they run registered and
commercial Black Angus cattle in a
year round grazing system that utilizes
over 100 semi-permanent paddocks.
At the High Plains No-Till Conference,
Mark will share how grazing cropland
has allowed their operation to reduce
inputs, reduce risk, increase the grazing
season, and maintain or increase overall
profitability.
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2021 Breakout Session Previews
Paul Drache

Dale Strickler

“Building a Drought
Resilient Farm”

“The Ins and Outs of
Dealing with Bugs in
Stored Grain”

Dale Strickler, agronomist for Green
Cover Seed, will discuss soil management
techniques producers can implement to
increase infiltration of rainfall, improve
soil water-holding capacity, improve
rooting depth of crops, and increase the
efficiency of water extraction and use
of crops. He will also share thoughts on
converting High Plains agriculture to a
more moisture efficient and profitable
form.

Central Life Sciences Regional Manager
Paul Drache will use this session to
discuss how producers can prepare their
bin space for harvest, identify the insects
they may be dealing with in corn, wheat,
and sunflowers, and how to protect their
commodities for both long-term and
short-term storage, or rescue grain in the
bin that already has an infestation. In
addition, Paul will present information
on the application of protectants and
required licensing.

THIS IS
YOUR

THIS IS
YOUR GRAIN

GRAIN.

ON BUGS.

Keep Wheat and Barley Neat
BugFreeGrains.com

Paul Drache
Regional Manager
FONTS:
Diacon = Corbel Bold Italic
IGR = Corbel regular
PMS 159
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PMS 498

970-397-6145
pdrache@central.com

Office: 785-743-2003
Cell: 785-639-1202
Email: soilproseeds@gmail.com
Web: soilproseeds.com

2021 Breakout Session Previews
Kristina Reindl

“Achieving Efficiency and Higher Yields via Relationships”
Next to moisture, nitrogen is the most limiting factor when it comes to plant
growth and overall yield. To meet the high demand of nitrogen and other
important nutrients needed for a successful crop, farmers may over-apply inorganic
synthetic fertilizers and nutrients. Unfortunately, this practice is negatively impacting the
soil microbiome, while also draining the farmer’s pockets. This presentation will cover the
leading management factor(s) affecting microbial population structure and function to
enable growers to utilize their biology to encourage nutrient uptake. It will also cover the
data supporting the movement that LESS is MORE when it comes to the health of your soil.
By understanding the relationships between microbial population structure/function and
nutrition, producers can achieve higher yields, increase revenue, and improve soil health all
while decreasing costs and management.
Clint Frese and Luke Holst

“Biologicals: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly”
Bio Ag Managements primary focus for the last 5 years has been the use and
implementation of biological products, biostimulants and how they affect
traditional agronomic practices. Discussion will focus on Clint and Luke’s
research and experience at Bio Ag Management that has led to the development
of a compost tea and extract process that is focused on producing a consistent
and diverse biological product at a large scale. They will also present data and
firsthand experience on how to navigate the good the bad and the ugly of the
biological marketplace and present data on how to use these products to reduce
inputs and build toward a sustainable agriculture system.

Stacey Masters

Also featuring sessions by:

General Manager

Originator, Processor and Custom Packaging - all sizes

Sharon Springs, Kansas

Ruleton, Kansas

Chad Godsey
Andrew Rueschel
Roy Pfaltzgraff
John Kaltenbach
National Sunflower Association
Red River Commodities
21st Century Bean Processing
TriCal Superior Forage

785-852-4203
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2021 High Plains No-Till Conference Sponsor Registration

Conference sponsors enable CCTA to provide outstanding speakers at the conference. Thank
you for making this event possible!
Company:_________________________________________________________________________________
Registering Person Name: ___________________________________________________________________
Company Mailing Address: ______________________City ________________ State ___

Zip _______

Phone ___________________ Fax (______) _______________________
Local Contact Person (if different from above): ___________________________________________________
Local Contact Person Phone: _________________________________________________________________
Local Contact Person Email: __________________________________________________________________
Local Contact Person Mailing Address: _________________________________________________________
Company Website:_______________________________________________________
Please check one:
____ Sponsor - $300 (no booth)
____ Bronze Booth Sponsor - $550
____ Silver Booth Sponsor - $1000
____ Gold Booth Sponsor - $2000
____ Platinum Booth Sponsor - $4000
____ Corporate Platinum Sponsor*

Additional Opportunities:
____ Outside Equipment Display - $250
____ Sponsored Breakout Session - $500 SOLD OUT
____ Conference Attendee Packet Insert - $80
(Must fit in attendee bags and be supplied by July 31)

										Total:
Please submit BOTH the ad for conference program and ad for CCTA Journal to Joni Mitchek at
coordinator@highplainsnotill.com for inclusion in conference program and Journal.

Mail completed form and payment to:
CCTA
c/o Joni Mitchek
23929 County Road 16
Kit Carson, CO 80825.

*Please contact CCTA for details.
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2021 Attendee Registration
August 24-25, 2021
Registration fee is the same for attending one or both days (except students).
Payment methods accepted at the door - cash, check, or credit cards.
Registrations are non-refundable and non-transferable.
Early Bird Registration.................. $130
Registration after 7/31................. $180
Students (per day)........................ $ 25

Register online at:
www.HighPlainsNoTill.com

The following mailing address will be used to mail the CCTA Journal.
Business/Organization/Farm ____________________________________________
Mailing Address ______________________________________________________
City _____________________________________ State ________ Zip___________
Phone: ( ) _________- ____________ E-Mail: ______________________________
Please send CCTA Journal: ___ Electronic ___ Postal Hard Copy
Name: 1 _____________________________________________________________
Check one: __ First Timer ___ Attended Conference before
Check one: __ Attendee -- $130 ($180 after July 31)
__ Student ($25.00 per day) Attending: ___ Tues ___ Wed
Name: 2 _____________________________________________________________
Check one: __ First Timer ___ Attended Conference before
Check one: __ Attendee -- $130 ($180 after July 31)
__ Student ($25.00 per day) Attending: ___ Tues ___ Wed
Name: 3 _____________________________________________________________
Check one: __ First Timer ___ Attended Conference before
Check one: __ Attendee -- $130 ($180 after July 31)
__ Student ($25.00 per day) Attending: ___ Tues ___ Wed
Please make check out to CCTA and mail with registration to:
CCTA
23929 County Road 16
Kit Carson, CO 80825

Farm Credit of Southern Colorado

F

WORKS HERE
www.aglending.com
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23929 County Road 16, Kit Carson, CO 80825

2021 Conference Issue
The Journal is published by the Colorado
Conservation Tillage Association three times
per year.
Issue # 2021.1

33rd Annual

High Plains
No-Till
Conference
Aug. 24-25, 2021

Includes trade show, outdoor
equipment display, lunch,
networking, and more than 40
breakout sessions dedicated to:
No-Till
Soil Health
Regenerative Grazing
Ag Technology
Business Management
And More!

Burlington Community &
Education Center
Burlington, CO

$130 Early Registration Ends July 31st!
CEUs and CECs available

Emphasis on application of topics in the High Plains region.
For more information visit www.HighPlainsNoTill.com
CCTA is a non-profit organization serving all the states in the High Plains Region. It is a resource of experienced farmers working with industry,
University, and agricultural agency personnel whose goal is to spread research and on-farm gained information about conservation farming
practices.
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